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Abstract

First person action recognition is becoming an increas-
ingly researched area thanks to the rising popularity of
wearable cameras. This is bringing to light cross-domain
issues that are yet to be addressed in this context. Indeed,
the information extracted from learned representations suf-
fers from an intrinsic “environmental bias”. This strongly
affects the ability to generalize to unseen scenarios, limiting
the application of current methods to real settings where la-
beled data are not available during training. In this work,
we introduce the first domain generalization approach for
egocentric activity recognition, by proposing a new audio-
visual loss, called Relative Norm Alignment loss. It re-
balances the contributions from the two modalities during
training, over different domains, by aligning their feature
norm representations. Our approach leads to strong re-
sults in domain generalization on both EPIC-Kitchens-55
and EPIC-Kitchens-100, as demonstrated by extensive ex-
periments, and can be extended to work also on domain
adaptation settings with competitive results.

1. Introduction

First Person Action Recognition is rapidly attracting the
interest of the research community [72, 69, 27, 36, 30, 86,
25, 63, 46], both for the significant challenges it presents
and for its central role in real-world egocentric vision ap-
plications, from wearable sport cameras to human-robot
interaction or human assistance. The recent release of
the EPIC-Kitchens large-scale dataset [18], as well as the
competitions that accompanied it, has encouraged research
into more efficient architectures. In egocentric vision, the
recording equipment is worn by the observer and it moves
around with her. Hence, there is a far higher degree of
changes in illumination, viewpoint and environment com-
pared to a fixed third person camera. Despite the numer-

*The authors equally contributed to this work.
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Figure 1. Due to their intrinsic different nature, audio and visual
information suffer from the domain shift in different ways. How-
ever, the network tends to “privilege” one modality over the other.
We re-balance the contribution of the two modalities while train-
ing, allowing the network to learn “equally” from each.

ous publications in the field, egocentric action recognition
still has one major flaw that remains unsolved, known as
“environmental bias” [77]. This problem arises from the
network’s heavy reliance on the environment in which the
activities are recorded, which inhibits the network’s ability
to recognize actions when they are conducted in unfamiliar
(unseen) surroundings. To give an intuition of its impact,
we show in Figure 2 the relative drop in model performance
from the seen to unseen test set of the top-3 methods of
the 2019 and 2020 EPIC-Kitchens challenges. In general,
this problem is referred to in the literature as domain shift,
meaning that a model trained on a source labelled dataset
cannot generalize well on an unseen dataset, called target.
Recently, [56] addressed this issue by reducing the problem
to an unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) setting, where
an unlabeled set of samples from the target is available dur-
ing training. However, the UDA scenario is not always real-
istic, because the target domain might not be known a priori
or because accessing target data at training time might be
costly (or plainly impossible).

In this paper, we argue that the true challenge is to learn
a representation able to generalize to any unseen domain,
regardless of the possibility to access target data at training
time. This is known as domain generalization (DG) setting.
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Inspired by the idea of exploiting the multi-modal nature
of videos [56, 36], we make use of multi-sensory informa-
tion to deal with the challenging nature of the setting. Al-
though the optical flow modality is the most widely utilized
[56, 82, 69, 27], it requires a high computational cost, lim-
iting its use in online applications. Furthermore, it may not
be ideal in a wearable context where battery and process-
ing power are restricted and must be preserved. The audio
signal has the compelling advantage of being natively pro-
vided by most wearable devices [43], and thus it does not
require any extra processing. Egocentric videos come with
rich sound information, due to the strong hand-object inter-
actions and the closeness of the sensors to the sound source,
and audio is thus suitable for first person action recognition
[36, 10, 37]. Moreover, the “environmental bias” impacts
auditory information as well, but in a different way than it
affects visual information. In fact, audio and video orig-
inate from distinct sources, i.e., camera and microphone.
We believe that the complementarity of the two can help to
attenuate the domain shift they both suffer. For instance,
the action “cut” presents several audio-visual differences
across domains: cutting boards will differ in their visual
and auditory imprints (i.e., wooden cutting board vs plastic
one), various kinds of food items might be cut, and so forth
(Figure 1).

Despite multiple modalities could potentially provide ad-
ditional information, the CNNs’ capability to effectively ex-
tract useful knowledge from them is somehow restricted
[83, 3, 31, 61, 85]. The origin of this difficulty, in our opin-
ion, is due to one modality being “privileged” over the other
during training. Motivated by these findings, we propose
the Relative Norm Alignment loss, a simple yet effective
loss whose goal is to re-balance the mean feature norms of
the two modalities during training, allowing the network to
fully exploit joint training, especially in cross-domain sce-
narios. To summarize, our contributions are the following:

• we bring to light the “unbalance” problem arising from
training multi-modal networks, which causes the net-
work to “privilege” one modality over the other during
training, limiting its generalization ability;

• we propose a new cross-modal audio-visual loss,
the Relative Norm Alignment (RNA) loss, that pro-
gressively aligns the relative feature norms of the
two modalities from various source data, resulting in
domain-invariant audio-visual features;

• we present a new benchmark for multi-source domain
generalization in first person videos and extensively
validate our method on both DG and UDA scenarios.
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Figure 2. Top-3 results of the 2019 [21] and 2020 [20] EK chal-
lenges, when testing on “Seen” and “Unseen” kitchens.

2. Related Works

First Person Action Recognition. The main architec-
tures utilized in this context, which are generally inherited
from third-person literature, divide into two categories: me-
thods based on 2D convolution [66, 82, 52, 50, 93, 36,
10, 70] and method based on 3D ones [9, 67, 86, 35, 78,
26, 66, 56]. LSTM or its variations [71, 72, 69, 27, 60]
commonly followed the first group to better encode tempo-
ral information. The most popular technique is the multi-
modal approach [9, 56, 82, 69, 27], especially in EPIC-
Kitchens competitions [19, 18]. Indeed, RGB data is fre-
quently combined with motion data, such as optical flow.
However, although optical flow has proven to be a strong
asset for the action recognition task, it is computationally
expensive. As shown in [17], the use of optical flow lim-
its the application of several methods in online scenarios,
pushing the community either towards single-stream archi-
tectures [91, 17, 44, 73, 60], or to investigate alternative
modalities, e.g., audio information [37]. Although the audio
modality has been proven to be robust in egocentric scenar-
ios by [36, 10, 37], this work is the first to exploit it, jointly
with its visual counterpart, in a cross-domain context.

Audio-Visual Learning. Many representation learn-
ing methods use self-supervised approaches to learn cross-
modal representations that can be transferred well to a series
of downstream tasks. Standard tasks are Audio-Visual Cor-
respondence [5, 41, 6], or Audio-Visual Synchronization
[16, 1, 58, 42], which was shown to be useful for sound-
source localization [6, 1, 90, 65, 76], active speaker de-
tection [16, 1] and multi-speaker source separation [58, 1].
Other audio-visual approaches have been recently proposed
[29, 53, 75, 54, 55, 4, 40] which exploit the natural cor-
relation between audio and visual signals. Audio has also
attracted attention in egocentric action recognition [36, 10]
and has been used in combination with other modalities
[83]. However, none of these techniques has been intended
to cope with cross-domain scenarios, whereas this paper
demonstrates the audio modality’s ability to generalize to
unseen domains when combined with RGB.

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA). We can di-
vide UDA approaches into discrepancy-based methods,
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which explicitly minimize a distance metric among source
and target distributions [87, 64, 51], and adversarial-based
methods [23, 74], often leveraging a gradient reversal layer
(GRL) [28]. Other works exploit batch normalization layers
to normalize source and target statistics [48, 49, 11]. The
approaches described above have been designed for stan-
dard image classification tasks. Other works analyzed UDA
for video tasks, including action detection [2], segmenta-
tion [13] and classification [12, 56, 15, 34, 59, 68]. Recently
[56] proposed an UDA method for first person action recog-
nition, called MM-SADA, consisting of a combination of
existing DA methods trained in a multi-stage fashion.

Domain Generalization (DG). Previous approaches in
DG are mostly designed for image data [8, 79, 45, 24, 47, 7]
and are divided in feature-based and data-based methods.
The former focus on extracting invariant information which
are shared across-domains [45, 47], while the latter exploit
data-augmentation strategies to augment source data with
adversarial samples to get closer to the target [79]. Inter-
estingly, using a self-supervised pretext task is an efficient
solution for the extraction of a more robust data represen-
tation [8, 7]. We are not aware of previous works on first
or third person DG. Among unpublished works, we found
only one arXiv paper [88] in third person action recognition,
designed for single modality. Under this setting, first person
action recognition models, and action recognition networks
in general, degenerate in performance due to the strong di-
vergence between source and target distributions.

Our work stands in this DG framework, and proposes a
feature-level solution to this problem in first person action
recognition by leveraging audio-visual correlations.

3. Proposed Method
In this work, we bring to light that the discrepancy be-

tween the mean feature norms of audio and visual modal-
ities negatively affects the training process of multi-modal
networks, leading to sub-optimal performance. Indeed, it
causes the modality with greater feature norm to be “priv-
ileged” by the network during training, while “penalizing”
the other. We refer to this problem with the term “norm un-
balance”. The intuitions and motivations behind this prob-
lem, as well as our proposed solution to address it, are pre-
sented below.

3.1. Intuition and Motivation

A common strategy in the literature to solve the first-
person action recognition task is to use a multi-modal ap-
proach [56, 36, 50, 10, 37, 82]. Despite the wealth of infor-
mation of multi-modal networks w.r.t. the uni-modal ones,
their performance gains are limited and not always guar-
anteed [83, 3, 31, 61, 85]. Authors of [83] attributed this
problem to overfitting, and addressed it by re-weighting the
loss value of each stream through different hyperparame-
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Figure 3. By jointly training, and testing on separate streams, the
RGB performance drop (left). “unbalance” at feature-norm level
which, when mitigated, leads to better performance (right).

ters. This technique, however, necessitates a precise esti-
mating step, which is dependent on the task and the dataset.
In this paper, we approach the above described multi-modal
issue from a different perspective, by considering an audio-
visual framework.

Norm unbalance. We hypothesize that during training
there is an “unbalance” between the two modalities that pre-
vents the network from learning “equally” from the two.
This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that the hyper-
parameters discovered in [83] differ significantly depending
on the modality. To empirically confirm this intuition, we
performed a simple experiment, which is shown in Figure
3-a. Both modalities perform equally well at test time when
RGB and audio streams are trained independently. How-
ever, when trained together and tested separately, the RGB
accuracy decreases compared to the audio accuracy. This
proves that the optimization of the RGB stream was nega-
tively affected by multi-modal training. We also wondered
whether this concept, i.e., the unbalance that occurs be-
tween modalities during the training phase, could be ex-
tended to a multi-source context. Is it possible that one
source has a greater influence on the other, negatively af-
fecting the final model? Based on the above considerations,
we searched for a function that captures the amount of infor-
mation contained in the final embedding of each modality,
possibly justifying the existence of this unbalance.

The mean feature norms. Several works highlighted the
existence of a strong correlation between the mean feature
norms and the amount of “valuable” information for classi-
fication [92, 80, 62]. In particular, the cross-entropy loss has
been shown to promote well-separated features with a high
norm value in [80]. Moreover, the work of [89] is based on
the Smaller-Norm-Less-Informative assumption, which im-
plies that a modality representation with a smaller norm is
less informative during inference. All of the above results
suggest that the L2-norm of the features gives an indica-
tion of their information content, and thus can be used as
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a metric to measure the unbalance between the two train-
ing modalities. By studying the behaviour of the feature
norms, we found that, on the training set, the mean feature
norms of audio samples (≃ 32) was larger than that of RGB
ones (≃10). This unbalance is also reflected on the test set
(Figure 3-b, left), with the modality with the smaller norm
being the one whose performance are negatively affected.

Motivated by these results, we propose a simple but ef-
fective loss whose goal is to re-balance the mean feature
norms during training across multiple sources, so that the
network can fully exploit joint training, especially in cross-
domain scenarios. In fact, when re-balancing the norms, the
performance of both modalities increase (Figure 3-b, right).
Note that the concept of the smaller norm being less infor-
mative is used to argue that the network’s preference for the
audio modality is only due to its higher norm (over the RGB
one), but this does not imply that RGB is less informative
for the task; indeed, the range of norms after re-balancing is
closer to the original RGB norm.

3.2. Domain Generalization

We assume to have different source domains
{S1, ...,Sk}, where each S = {(xs,i, ys,i)}Ns

i=1 is
composed of Ns source samples with label space Ys

known, and a target domain T = {xt,i}Nt

i=1 of Nt target
samples whose label space Yt is unknown. The objective
is to train a model able to predict an action of the target
domain without having access to target data at training
time, thus exploiting the knowledge from multiple source
domains to improve generalization. The main assumptions
are that the distributions of all the domains are different,
i.e., Ds,k ̸= Dt ∧ Ds,k ̸= Ds,j , with k ̸= j, k, j = 1, ..., k,
and that the label space is shared, Ys = Yt.

3.3. Framework

Let us consider an input x = (xv
i , x

a
i ), where we denote

with v and a the visual and audio modality respectively, and
with i the i-th sample. As shown in Figure 5, each input
modality (xv

i , x
a
i ) is fed to a separate feature extractor, F v

and F a respectively. The resulting features fv = F v(xv
i )

and fa = F a(xa
i ) are then passed to the separate classifiers

Gv and Ga, whose outputs correspond to distinct score pre-
dictions (one for each modality). They are then combined
with a late fusion approach to obtain a final prediction (see
Section 4 for more details). The whole architecture, which
we call RNA-Net, is trained by minimizing the total loss,
defined as

L = LC + λLRNA, (1)

where the LC is the standard cross-entropy loss and λ in-
dicates the weight given to the proposed cross-modal loss,
called Relative Norm Alignment loss (LRNA). Technical
details of LRNA are defined in the next section.

Figure 4. The norm h(xv
i ) of the i-th visual sample (left) and

h(xa
i ) of the i-th audio sample (right) are represented, by means

of segments of different lengths. The radius of the two circum-
ferences represents the mean feature norm of the two modalities,
and δ their discrepancy. By minimizing δ, audio and visual feature
norms are induced to be the same.

3.4. Relative Norm Alignment Loss

Definition. The main idea behind our loss is the concept
of mean-feature-norm distance. We denote with h(xm

i ) =
(∥·∥2 ◦ fm)(xm

i ) the L2-norm of the features fm of the m-
th modality, and compute the mean-feature-norm distance
(δ) between the two modality norms fv and fa as

δ(h(xv
i ), h(x

a
i )) = |E[h(Xv)]− E[h(Xa)]| (2)

where E[h(Xm)] corresponds to the mean features norm
for each modality. Figure 4 illustrates the norm h(xv

i ) of
the i-th visual sample and h(xa

i ) of the i-th audio sample,
by means of segments of different lengths arranged in a ra-
dial pattern. The mean feature norm of the k-th modality is
represented by the radius of the two circumferences, and δ
is represented as their difference. The objective is to mini-
mize the δ distance by means of a new loss function, which
aims to align the mean feature norms of the two modalities.
In other words, we restrict the features of both modalities to
lie on a hypersphere of a fixed radius.

We propose a Relative Norm Alignment loss, defined as

LRNA =

(
E[h(Xv)]

E[h(Xa)]
− 1

)2

, (3)

where E[h(Xm)] = 1
N

∑
xm
i ∈Xm h(xm

i ) for the m-th
modality and N denotes the number of samples of the set
Xm = {xm

1 , ..., xm
N}. This dividend/divisor structure is

introduced to encourage a relative adjustment between the
norm of the two modalities, inducing an optimal equilib-
rium between the two embeddings. Furthermore, the square
of the difference pushes the network to take larger steps
when the ratio of the two modality norms is too far from
one, resulting in faster convergence.

Conceptually, aligning the two modality norms corre-
sponds to imposing a “hard” constraint, aligning them to a
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Figure 5. RNA-Net. Labeled source visual xv
s,i and source audio xa

s,i inputs are fed to the respective feature extractors F v and F a. Our
loss LRNA operates at the feature-level by balancing the relative feature norms of the two modalities. The network is trained with a standard
cross-entropy loss Lc jointly with LRNA. At inference time, multi-modal target data is used for classification.

constant value k. We refer to this as Hard Norm Alignment
(HNA), and we formulate the corresponding LHNA loss as

LHNA =
∑
m

(E[h(Xm)]− k)
2
, (4)

where k is the same for all m modalities. Nevertheless,
as shown in Section 4, our formulation of LRNA helps the
convergence of the two distributions’ norms without requir-
ing this additional k hyper-parameter. Designing the loss
as a subtraction (Lsub

RNA) between the two norms by di-
rectly minimizing δ2 (Equation 2) (see Supplementary) is a
more straightforward solution and a valid alternative. How-
ever, the rationale for this design choice is that a substan-
tial discrepancy between the value of k and E[h(Xm)], as
well as E[h(Xv)] and E[h(Xa)], would reflect in a high
loss value, thus requiring an accurate tuning of the weights
and consequently increasing the network sensitivity to loss
weights [38]. Indeed, this dividend/divisor structure ensures
that loss to be in the range (0, 1], starting from the modality
with higher norm as dividend.

Learn to re-balance. The final objective of RNA loss
is to learn how to leverage audio-visual norm correlation at
feature level for a general and effective classification model.
It is precisely because the network learns to solve this task
that we obtain generalization benefits, rather than avoid-
ing the norm unbalance through input level normalization
or pre-processing. Note that introducing a normalization at
input level could be potentially not suitable for pre-trained
models. Moreover, it would not be feasible in DG, where
the access to target data is not available during training, and
thus not only there is no information on the target distribu-
tion, but each domain also requires a distinct normalization.

Additionally, the rationale behind learning to re-balance
rather than using typical projection methods to normalize
features [62] is two-fold. First, forcing the network to nor-
malize the features using model weights themselves miti-

gates the “norm unbalance” problem also during inference,
as the network has the chance to learn to work in the nor-
malized feature space during training. Secondly, explicit
normalization operators, e.g., batch normalization, impose
the scaled normal distribution individually for each element
in the feature. However, this does not ensure that overall
mean feature norm of the two modalities to be the same.

3.5. Extension to Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Thanks to the unsupervised nature of LRNA, our net-
work can be easily extended to the UDA scenario. Un-
der this setting, both labelled source data from a single
source domain S = (Sv,Sa), and unlabelled target data
T = (T v , T a) are available during training. We denote
with xs,i = (xv

s,i, x
a
s,i) and xt,i = (xv

t,i, x
a
t,i) the i-th source

and target samples respectively. Both xm
s,i and xm

t,i are fed
to the feature extractor Fm of the m-th specific modality,
shared between source and target, obtaining respectively the
features fs = (fv

s , f
a
s ) and ft = (fv

t , f
a
t ). In order to con-

sider the contribution of both source and target data during
training, we redefine our LRNA under the UDA setting as

LRNA = Ls
RNA + Lt

RNA (5)

where Ls
RNA and Lt

RNA correspond to the RNA formula-
tion in Equation 2, applied to source and target data respec-
tively. Both the contributions are added in Equation 1.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the dataset used and
the experimental setup (Section 4.1), then we present the
experimental results (Section 4.2). We compare RNA-Net
against existing multi-modal approaches, and both DG and
UDA methods. We complete the section with some ablation
studies and qualitative results.
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4.1. Experimental Setting

Dataset. We use the EPIC-Kitchens-55 dataset [18] and
we adopt the same experimental protocol of [56], where the
three kitchens with the largest amount of labeled samples
are handpicked from the 32 available. We refer to them here
as D1, D2, and D3 respectively.
Input. Regarding the RGB input, a set of 16 frames, re-
ferred to as segment, is randomly sampled during training,
while at test time 5 equidistant segments spanning across
all clips are fed to the network. At training time, we apply
random crops, scale jitters and horizontal flips for data aug-
mentation, while at test time only center crops are applied.
Regarding aural information, we follow [36] and convert the
audio track into a 256 × 256 matrix representing the log-
spectrogram of the signal. The audio clip is first extracted
from the video, sampled at 24kHz and then the Short-Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) is calculated of a window length
of 10ms, hop size of 5ms and 256 frequency bands.
Implementation Details. Our network is composed of two
streams, one for each modality m, with distinct feature ex-
tractor Fm and classifier Gm. The RGB stream uses I3D [9]
as done in [56]. The audio feature extractor uses the BN-
Inception model [33] pretrained on ImageNet [22], which
proved to be a reliable backbone for the processing of audio
spectrograms [36]. Each Fm produces a 1024-dimensional
representation fm which is fed to the classifier Gm, consist-
ing in a fully-connected layer that outputs the score logits.
Then, the two modalities are fused by summing the outputs
and the cross entropy loss is used to train the network. We
train RNA-Net for 9k iterations using the SGD optimizer.
The learning rate for RGB is set to 1e − 3 and reduced
to 2e − 4 at step 3k, while for audio, the learning rate is
set to 1e − 3 and decremented by a factor of 10 at steps
{1000, 2000, 3000}. The batch size is set to 128, and the
weight λ of LRNA is set to 1.

4.2. Results

DG Results. Table 1 illustrates the results of RNA-Net
under the multi-source DG setting. We compare it to the
Deep All approach, namely the backbone architecture when
no other domain adaptive strategies are exploited and all the
source domains are fed to the network. Indeed, this is the
baseline in all image-based DG methods [7]. We adapted
a well-established image-based domain generalization ap-
proach, namely IBN-Net [57], and the multi-modal self-
supervised task proposed in MM-SADA [56] to evaluate
the effectiveness of RNA-Net in the DG scenario. Indeed,
training the network to solve a self-supervised task jointly
with the classification has been demonstrated to be helpful
in generalizing across domains [7]. Finally, we compare
RNA-Net against Gradient Blending (GB) [83]. The results
in Table 1 show that RNA-Net outperforms all the above
mentioned methods by a significant margin.
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creases when minimizing RNA loss (right).

What are the benefits of RNA loss in generalizing?
The RNA loss prevents the network from overspecializing
across all domains from which it receives input. As it can be
seen from Figure 6-a, the total norm (RGB+Audio) of tar-
get features varies greatly depending on the training source
domains, increasing in the multi-source scenario (concept
of “unbalance”, Section 3.1). However, despite the lack of
a direct constraint across the sources, by minimizing RNA
loss together with the classification loss, the network learns
a set of weights (shared across all sources) that re-balances
the contribution of the various input sources. In such a way,
the network can exploit the information from all the input
sources equally, as it has been demonstrated that norm mis-
match between domains account for their erratic discrimina-
tion [87]. We also noticed that by decreasing the total norm,
the network promotes those features which are task-specific
and meaningful to the final prediction, decreasing domain-
specific ones which degrade performance on unseen data.
This is shown in Figure 6-b, where we plot the total norm of
the Top-3001 features used for classification. By minimiz-
ing RNA loss, the percentage of this features have increased
passing from up to 64% to up to 72% of the overall norm.

Best Single-Source. This experiment is a common prac-
tice in multi-source scenarios [81]. We choose the best
source (the one with the highest performance) for each tar-
get, such as D2 for D3 (D2 → D3 > D1 → D3) (Table
3). With this experiment, we aim to show that i) as a
multi-modal problem, having many sources do not neces-
sarily guarantee an improvement (DeepAll < Best Single
Source), therefore the need of using ad-hoc techniques to
deal with multiple sources; ii) our loss allows the network
to gain greater advantage from many sources (RNA-Net >
Best Single Source + RNA > Best Single Source), confirm-
ing the domain generalization abilities of RNA-Net and the
fact that it is not limited to tackle a multi-modal problem.

1The Top-300 is obtained selecting the features corresponding to the
300-weights of the main classifier that mostly affect the final prediction.
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MULTI SOURCE DG

D2, D3 → D1 D3, D1 → D2 D1, D2 → D3 Mean

Deep All 43.19 39.35 51.47 44.67

IBN-Net [57] 44.46 49.21 48.97 47.55
MM-SADA (Only SS) [56] 39.79 52.73 51.87 48.13
Gradient Blending [83] 41.97 48.40 51.43 47.27

TBN [36] 42.35 47.45 49.20 46.33
Transformer [53] 42.78 47.38 51.79 47.32
Cross-Modal Transformer [14] 40.87 43.57 54.88 46.44
SE [32] 42.82 42.81 51.07 45.56
Non-Local [84] 45.72 43.08 49.49 46.10

RNA-Net (Ours) 45.65 +2.46 51.64 +12.32 55.88 +4.41 51.06 +6.4

Table 1. Top-1 Accuracy (%) of RNA-Net in Multi Source DG scenario. In green we
highlight improvement of RNA-Net w.r.t. the baseline Deep All.

UDA

Method Mean

Source-Only 41.87

MM-SADA (Only SS) [56] 46.44
GRL [28] 43.67
MMD [51] 44.46
AdaBN [48] 41.92
RNA-Net (Ours) 47.71
MM-SADA (SS+GRL) [56] 47.75
RNA-Net+GRL (Ours) 48.30

Table 2. Top-1 Accuracy (%) of
RNA-Net in UDA context.

Target: D1 Target: D2 Target: D3

D2 → D1 D3 → D1 D1 → D2 D3 → D2 D1 → D3 D2 → D3 Mean D2, D3 → D1 D3, D1 → D2 D1, D2 → D3 Mean

Baseline (RGB Only) 34.76 33.03 34.15 41.08 35.03 38.79 36.14 39.72 33.59 37.91 37.07
Baseline (Audio Only) 29.17 34.00 31.90 42.93 36.49 44.00 36.42 41.57 39.21 47.19 42.66

Baseline 35.27 40.26 39.03 49.98 39.17 47.52 41.87 43.19 39.35 51.47 44.67

RNA-Net 41.76 42.20 45.01 51.98 44.62 48.90 45.75 45.65 51.64 55.88 51.06

Best Single-Source ✗ Best D1 ✗ Best D2 ✗ Best D3 40.26 49.98 47.52 45.92
Best Single-Source + RNA ✗ Best D1 ✗ Best D2 ✗ Best D3 42.20 51.98 48.90 47.69

Table 3. Top-1 Accuracy (%) of RNA-Net w.r.t. uni-modal, multi-modal baseline and the Best Single-Source both w/o and w RNA loss.
Bold: highest mean result, underline the best Single-Source case.
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Figure 7. Different performance (average Top-1 Accuracy (%)) based on the value of λ used to weight HNA and RNAsub and RNA losses.

ABLATION STUDY

D2, D3 → D1 D1, D3 → D2 D1, D2 → D3 Mean

DeepAll 39.35 43.19 51.47 44.67
HNA 49.41 45.88 50.24 48.51
RNAsub 49.97 47.88 53.33 50.39
RNA 51.64 45.65 55.88 51.06
Supervised 50.11 63.62 65.56 59.76
Supervised +RNA 54.68 67.48 67.24 63.13

Table 4. Accuracy (%) of HNA, RNAsub and RNA losses proposed
in the main paper. In bold we show the highest mean result.

Multi-Modal Approaches. In Table 1 we compare
RNA-Net against recent audio-visual methods, which we
adapted to our setting. This is to verify if increasing co-
operation between the two modalities, through other strate-
gies, still improves the network’s generalization abilities.
Those are TBN [36], based on temporal aggregation, and
two multi-modal Transformer-based approaches [14, 53].
Finally, since gating fusion approaches have been demon-
strated to be valid multi-modal fusion strategies [39], we
adapted Squeeze And Excitation [32] and Non-Local [84].

We leave details about the implementation in the Supple-
mentary. These experiments confirm that by enhancing the
audio-visual modality’s cooperation the network’s general-
ization improves. RNA-Net, on the other hand, surpasses
all of those approaches by a large margin, demonstrating
yet again how useful it is in cross-domain scenarios.

DA Results. Results in UDA, when target data (unla-
beled) is available at training time, are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. We validate RNA-Net against four existing UDA ap-
proaches, namely AdaBN [48], MMD [51], GRL [28] and
MM-SADA2 [56]. The baseline is the Source-Only (train-
ing on source and testing directly on target data). MM-
SADA [56] combines a self-supervised approach (SS) with
an adversarial one (GRL). We compare RNA-Net with both
the complete method and its DA single components (SS,
GRL). Interestingly, it provides comparable results to MM-
SADA despite not being expressly designed as a UDA-
based technique. It should also be noted that MM-SADA

2To put MM-SADA [56] on equal footing to RNA-Net, we run it with
audio-visual input
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Method S-DG M-DG Norm Angle

DeepAll 41.87 44.67

CosSim 41.76 45.60 ✓
MSE 45.52 46.11 ✓ ✓
Orth.Loss 42.67 47.64 ✓

RNA loss 45.75 51.06 ✓

Table 5. Comparison in terms
of accuracy (%) between RNA
loss and other existing losses.

EPICKITCHEN-100

Target Top-1 Top-5

Source Only ✗ 44.39 69.69

TA3N [12] ✓ 46.91 72.70

RNA-Net ✗ 47.96 79.54

TA3N [12]+RNA-Net ✓ 50.40 80.47

Table 6. Verb accuracy (%) on
the EK-100 UDA setting.

must be trained in stages, while RNA-Net is end-to-end
trainable. Finally, we prove the complementarity of our ap-
proach with the adversarial one (RNA-Net+GRL), achiev-
ing a slight improvement over MM-SADA.

Ablation Study. In Table 3 we show the performance
of the two modalities when trained separately (RGB Only,
Audio Only) and tested directly on unseen data, showing
that the fusion of the two streams provides better results. In
Table 4 we also perform an ablation study to validate the
choices on the formulation of RNA loss. In particular, we
compare it against the Hard Norm Alignment loss (HNA),
and against RNAsub, confirming that the dividend/divisor
structure is the one achieving better performance. Finally,
we show that our loss not only benefits across domains, but
also improves performance in the supervised setting.

Ablation on λ variations. In Figure 7, we compare the
performances of HNA, RNAsub, and RNA respectively as
a function of λ. Results show that the performance of both
HNA and RNAsub are highly sensitive to λ. Specifically,
higher values of λ cause significant performance degra-
dations since (potential) large difference values between
E[h(Xa)] and E[h(Xv)] (for RNAsub) or k and E[h(Xm)]
(for HNA) result in high loss values that could cause the
network to diverge. These convergence problems are soft-
ened by the “ratio” structure of RNA, which outperforms
the baseline results on all choices of λ.

Comparison with other losses. We compare the RNA
loss against a standard cosine similarity-based loss and an
Euclidean-based loss, i.e., the Mean Square Error (MSE)
(Table 5). The first enforces alignment by minimizing the
angular distance between the two feature representations,
and the second tends to align both their angular and norms
by minimizing the L2-loss of the two. The results suggest
that re-balancing the norms has a greater impact than not
using angular limitations. In fact, RNA (norm re-balance,
no angular constraint) outperforms MSE (both norm re-
balance and angular constraint), notably in multi-DG. We
believe that a loss should allow feature distributions to re-
tain modality-specific features when one modality is weak
or contains only domain-information, and to align them
when both are connected with action. To this purpose, we
compare RNA loss to an orthogonality loss, which keeps
modality-specific properties rather than aligning them (de-
tails on Supplementary). As shown in Table 5, the Orth.

RGB Audio

w/o RNA w/o RNAw/ RNA w/ RNA

Figure 8. Norm ranges of RGB and audio. When minimizing the
RNA loss, relevant features are kept high, while the less relevant
are decreased (see yellow peaks). Best viewed in colors.

loss outperforms the CosSim (alignment) loss, especially in
multi-DG, proving that utilizing modality-specific features
deals with domain shift better. The RNA loss outperforms
it by a significant margin. Our intuition is that by not con-
straining the angle, we do not strictly enforce an alignment
(when non-necessary) or an orthogonality, letting the net-
work to find itself the better angle for the main task.

EPIC-Kitchens-100 UDA. The results achieved on the
recently proposed EPIC-Kitchens-100 UDA setting [19]
are shown in Table 6. The source is composed of videos
from EK-55, while the target is made up of videos from
EK-100. RNA-Net outperforms the baseline Source Only
by up to 3% on Top-1 and 10% on Top-5, remarking the
importance of using ad-hoc techniques to deal with multi-
ple sources (see Supplementary). Moreover, it outperforms
the very recent UDA technique TA3N [12] without access
to target data. Interestingly, when combined to TA3N, it
further improves performance, proving the complementar-
ity of RNA-Net to other existing UDA approaches.

Qualitative Analysis. In Figure 8 we empirically show
the effect of RNA loss on feature norms, by analyzing the
behaviour of the spatial features’ norms, i.e., features before
the last average pooling. When increasing the mean feature
norms (in the case of RGB), the most significant features
are increased, while when decreasing them (in the case of
audio) the unrelevant (domain-specific) ones are reduced.
This is evident especially in the case of audio (right).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we showed for the first time that generaliza-
tion to unseen domains in first person action recognition can
be achieved effectively by leveraging over the complemen-
tary nature of audio and visual modalities, bringing to light
the “norm unbalance” problem. We presented an innova-
tive vision on multi-modal research, proposing the modality
feature norms as a measure unit. To this end, we designed
a new cross-modal loss that operates directly on the relative
feature norm of the two modalities. We see this norm-based
approach as a promising new take on multi-modal learning,
potentially of interest for many other research fields.
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